January Spa Specials

SPA & SALON
The Perfect Champagne and Caviar Couple’s Journey

Mellow Yellow with a Hello Tincture Massage

5 Hours, $675 per person*

90 Minutes, $290

This day of utter perfection includes 60 minutes of Private Garden Villa
Time to bathe, shower, and embrace. Enjoy luxury treatments during your
journey, including a 60 minute Signature Massage, a 60 minute Essence
Facial, a 60 minute Classic Pedicure, and a 30 minute Classic Manicure.

Take a relaxing and pain-relieving tincture and melt into a soothing
massage that utilizes our CBD hemp oil and muscle freeze gel, explicitly
designed to work on sore, tight, and fatigued muscles and joints.

*Optional personalization enhancements include embroidered couple’s robes for $100
per person, monogrammed candles for $100 each, and Valmont initial stamped
leather fragrances for $400+. Must be requested at least two weeks in advance.

Champagne Shimmer Manicure and Pedicure

Introducing: Valmont Vitality of the Glaciers Facial
60/90 Minutes, $350/$475
The impact of stress, pollution and the high demands of modern life
progressively mark the skin. One day after another, the complexion loses
its freshness because the cells are deprived of oxygen and nutrients.
Vitality of the Glaciers treatment, a booster of cellular renewal, offers your
skin genuine rejuvenation, inspired by the amazing force of eternal snow.
Thanks to renewed energy, the struggle against cutaneous aging takes on
its full meaning, leaving the face refreshed, smooth, detoxed and
oxygenated... as if after a hike on a glacier.

105 Minutes, $150 (includes complimentary Spa Access)
Jump into the new year feet first with a glass of Champagne for your fingers
and a pedicure bowl of bubbly for your toes. Toast to the finer things with a
Champagne Shimmer manicure. A deep conditioning hand mask is followed
by a Champagne Shimmer pedicure with a foot and leg paraffin treatment.

Make it a Good Hair Year

Complimentary Consultation

Great Lengths is the world leader in hair extensions for over 20 years.
Made from the finest 100% human hair of guaranteed origin and ethicality,
these hair extensions are the choice of the rich and famous. With over
55 colors to choose from, we can blend with your hair for perfect color
matches. Great Lengths hair extensions can be used for volumizing,
lengthening, coloring, or simply adding texture.

PERSONAL TRAINING

GIFT CARDS

Try Three and Get One Free Personal Training

The one gift guaranteed to make everyone feel good.

Four (4) 60 Minute Treatments, $375

To purchase the perfect gift please visit:

Start the year off with a banging body! Challenge yourself to
transform your body and mind this year with the help of our
world class Personal Trainers.

eau-spa.myshopify.com/collections/accessories

All specials based on availability; restrictions may apply.
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